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Lesson – 2   (write in cw copy) 

WHEN FRANKENSTEIN WAS JUST A KID  

A       Match the following  

1 With each leaf and lima bean          (d)  Frankenstein ‘s skin became green.  

2 He ate that fateful bean                   (a)  his skin turned completely green.  

3  If he had not eaten kale                   (b)  we  would have different tale. 

4 He told his mom and dad                  (d) to take  the vegetables  away . 

 

B    Answer these questions.  

1 Name the green vegetables  that  Frankenstein  ate when he was a kid 

     Ans    When Frankenstein was just a kid he ate all the green vegetables such 

as spinach, salads Peas, Lima bean, chives ,chard  ,Brussels sprouts  and 

peppers  too. 

2 What did he love to chew?  

       Ans    He loved to chew chives and chard. 

3 Why are folks frightened of him? 

      Ans   Folks are frightened of Frankenstein  because he turned completely 

green. 

4 What are the things that Frankenstein could have avoided eating? 

Ans    Frankenstein could have avoided eating celery,  cabbage and kale  . 

         

Page no.  14 A word wonder 

Identify the types of imagery  

1   Silver fruit upon  silver trees…..    visual  

2  I wandered lonely as a cloud .       Kinaesthetic 



3   The loud thunder woke me up.      Auditory  

4  The aroma of her perfume  spread through  the  room.     Olfactory  

5   Fluttering and dancing  in the breeze…..       Kinaesthetic  

6  The stone landed with a splash in the lake.      Auditory  

7   A host of golden daffodils……   Visual 

 

B    colour the correct option in green. (Demonstrative pronouns) 

1This/  those are rotten apples 

2   These/  this is an unbelievable story 

3  That/   those sounds like an aeroplane 

4  These designs are good. But this/ those are bad. 

5  These oranges are bigger than that/  those.  

6 These/ this are my toys. 

Learning HW 

Learn cw.  

 

 

 

 

 

  


